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ABSTRACT. Vte apply the concept of fractional statistics to the

two-dimensional conductors. The effective Lagrangian of an external

magnetic field in anyon medium at finite temperature and density is

presented. The diamagnetic response to the external field is studied

at temperatures above Te Ci.e. in the normal phase) foi various

values of external parameters. Oscillations of both thersiodynamic

Cthe de Haas - van Alphen effect) and kinetic Cthe Shubnikov - de

Haas effect) quantities are re-examined. Numerous peculiarities

arise from the fact that anyon1 systems possess a non-zero

"statistical" flux $ Cwhich is known to be a manifestation of the

spontaneous parity breakdown). The cyclotron resonance is suggested

as a direct test on possible parity violation Cwhich is the key

point of anyonics). The cyclotron mass dependences on external

parameters reported in . a series of experimental articles

CH.Kublbeck and J.P. Kotthaus, Phys. Rev. Lett. 35, 1019 H975);

G.Abstreiter, J.P. Kotthaus, J.F.Koch and G. Dorda, Phys. Rev.

B14, 2480 (1976)3 may be attributed to an unusual behavior of

magnetic permeability in anyon medium.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The investigations of two-dimensional electronic systems

intensively carried out during recent years (see, for example, )

received a now impact from the realization that quasiparticles in

planar solid state systems could obey fractional statistics .

This was originally discovered to be the case in the fractional

quantum Hall effect 5 and, in the following, also proved fruitful

when applied to the high temperature superconductivity Csee

also 7).

The whole concept of fractional statistics, although exotic

at the first glance, is very easy to grasp. One can interchange two

Chard core) particles by moving one around the other through the

angle ±n and shifting their center of mass to the former place,

then the wavefunction of the pair acquires the phase exp(+i0). In

three or more dimensions the rotations through +n and -n are

equivalent, thus we obtain exp(ifl) = exp(-ifl) and conclude that

either 0 = 0 (bosons) or 8 - n Cfermions). In contrast, in two
Q

dimensions the rotations are topologically distinct since the

corresponding paths cannot be continuously distorted into each

other Crecall the hard core}, resulting in intermediate statistics

Canyons}.

It seems challenging to extend the concept of anyons into

other fields of condensed matter physics. A wide prospect was given

in concerning possible states of anyon matter. A lesson one can

learn from is that generic many-anyons states much resemble the

states of the quantum Hall effect, e.g., charged particles exhibit

poor mobility and a non diagonal conductance tensor.

The latter can be easily understood if we take into

consideration the analogy between anyon systems and the

Aharonov-Bohm effect. To provide fractional statistics, one
2

could attach an infinitely thin flux tube pointing into the missing

z-axis direction with a Cfictitious) flux $ to each fermion, so that

6 = ~n + 66 , 66 = ni/i . (1)

In what follows we confine ourselves to the case 68 = ir/n, n integer.

Suppose the anyons density p is high and the particles are ;lose

together. Thus the actual fictitious "magnetic" field

configuration bCx) can be replaced by its uniform average^

<b> = p§ = pic /n C2)

relating the anyonic system to the quantum Hall one. To justify the

validity of the mean field approximation we find the filling factor

v of the Landau levels in the uniform field <b> to be of the form

v - n/68 - n . (3)

Since exactly n Landau levels are occupied, it costs energy

A = tnh *p/mn (4)

to excite a particle across the gap into the lowest conduction level

Chere m is the anyon mass). Therefore, we leave anyonic metals aside

focussing rather on "semiconductors".

When the anyons have "nearly normal" statistics a large number

of levels are filled tv = n >> 1) and a typical interparticle

spacing p ~i/z is subtantially less than the "magnetic length"

ltic/e<b>y*. In the latter case our system can be considered dense

no matter how high the actual density is, and hense the mean field

ipproach is reliable6.

It is noteworthy that the field <b> has nothing to do with

real magnetic fields: it is introduced in order to mimic the

exchange forces. Nevertheless, one could expect anyon systems to

have rather unusual magnetic properties since the Landau levels

structure is present even for zero applied magnetic field.

3



In this paper we study the behavior of the anyon system in

external magnetic fields at finite temperatures. The paper is

arranged as follows. In Section II we review the (1/n)-approach to

the anyon model and evaluate an effective Lagrangian for external

magnetic fields at finite temperatures and particles density. This

Lagrangian is used in Section III to study the diamagnetic response

of the anyon system. The next two Sections are devoted to the

solid state applications. In Section IV we consider quantum

oscillations of both thermodynamic and kinetic quantities. In

Section V the cyclotron resonance is discussed and a new

experimental test is suggested to detect the existence of anyons in

nature. Section VI concluding the article contains several outlook

remarks.

II. ANYONS IN APPLIED MAGNETIC

In this Section we derive the effective Lagrangian for an

external magnetic field B in anyon medium, taking into account the

polarization effects in the mean field approximations. We follow the

strategy elaborated in10 and our starting point is the system

of ncm-reiativisHc , spinless fermions * interacting with a

fictitious gauge field a -iao, aO. For simplicity^ we use the

notations ft = c = 1 through this Section. The Lagrangian takes the

form

1
2m

ne"

in
C5)

where m is the fermion mass, and Finite density has been

implemented by introducing the chemical potential C- In order to

simplify the discussion we switch off electromagnetic forces for the

time being.

While the coupling of the fermions to the gauge field is

standard, there is no conventional kinetic term for a . instead the

Lagrangian contains the Chern-Simons term Cthe last one in

Eq. (5)3 J1. The field a has no independent dynamos, it is merely

a convenient tool for describing exchange forces between particles.

To reveal this, one can differentiate it with respect to ao and

obtain the corresponding equation of motion
+ - daa:> . C6)

After intergrating over x this expression coincides with

Eq. C2) . Thus the role of Chern-Simons term is to associate the

fractional fictitious flux

* - $ /n C73
o

to each fermion. As these particles wind around each other they pick

up extra Ci.e. anyonic} phases due to the Aharonov-Bohm effect.

The next step is to employ the mean field approximation

discussed earlier. We replace a * <a > + Cl/n)a where
=0, (8)

and a is a fluctuation of the mean field <ct >. As discussed

in the previous Section, the fluctuative part is supposed to be

small for n >> 1 which is the quasiclassical limit. In fact, it

is the Cl/n)-expansion 12that works here 13.

The following analysis is most conveniently carried in the

imaginary-time formalism Cthe Euclidian formulation of the

field theory ). The partition function is represented by the path

integral

2 =

where / E is the Euclidian version of Eq.C5) and £ = 1/T.

We proceed with the integral over the fermions first, the result

being an irrelevant constant times expC-/30) where Q is the

5
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thermodynamic potential of quantum fermions in the classical back-

ground field <b>. Although the exact calculations are somewhat

tedious, one can readily write down the expansion of Q in powers

of fluctuations a (i.e. in powers of 1/n) 10.

e* roe* me*
S"1 n = S"' n + a b1 + a e* + — a

0 4nro ' 8n*p * in

ie»
,< - — a a b +. .. , CIO)

is the electric part of the strength tensor f 3 i - <? a ).

we now briefly analyze Eq.(10) term by term.

The first term does not contain any fluctuations of the

average field so that 0- is precisely the thertnodynamic potential

for fermions on the Landau levels distributed according to

r 1 00

- n. (11)I
The next two terms exhibit a renormalization of b and s,

consequently:
1 A

a = — y [c21 + l)f. C21 + l)*f.U - f.1 2 ^ L ' 4T ! 1

= l - (2i + l i r a -

C123

C13)

thus revealing the temperature dependence of the sound velocity in

anyonic medium. Note also that a =a =1 at zero temperature.

The fourth term describes plasma screening of the Coulomb

interaction. This leads to the "photon" mass proportional to

1=0

And the last term is the renormalized Chern-Simons term

A "
a4 = ~T~ I C21 + 1 D fi C 1 " V '

2" T 1=0
CIS)

which also contributes to the "photon" mass but in a different

manner: it breaks both parity and time reversion symmetries (the

details can be found in ). Moreover, a non-zero value of a

signals for the transition from the superconductive phase into the

normal one. Vfe will be very brief on this matter.

At T = 0 one readily verifies that aa= a = 0 so that the

"photons" are in fact massless phonons, with the sound velocity

2irp a 2np

The existence of a sound mode when combined with the gap (see

Eq. C43) in the particle spectrum, is known to be a generic feature

of superfluidity (and superconductivity if the particles carry

electric charge). This naturally leads to the Meissner effect in

applied magnetic fields. The massless mode is shown to be lost if

and only if a.f 0 , i.e. at any finite temperature the broken

symmetry is restored according to the Coleman-Mermin-Wagner theorem.

However, the phase transition is of the Kosterlitz-Thouless type so

that the Meissner effect persists to the temperature Tc=jrp/2n
2m.10

So far, the electromagnetic forces have been ignored (recall

that the above discussion was concerned solely with the fictitious

field a ). We nov apply an external gauge field A while

discarding the Coulomb interaction between the charged particles

(the latter is reasonable at temperatures well above T due to

thermal charge screening). This can be achieved by the shift

first two terms in Eq. C5D or, keeping i* mind

i the

Chern-Simons tera. Thus the Q-potential acquires extra terms

ine*.

further functional integration over a , by a * a -



If A is chosen to be purely magnetic

CIS)

we are left with the second term in Eq. C17). To evaluate the

functional integral

Z oc Jfca exp(-/3fi - (19)

is the easy task now since i t is of the Gaussian form; the answer is

Z a expO/SQ^expC-SCADexpC— In C20)

The third exponent in C20) stems from the fluctuative part of fi

and can be omitted in the leading order of n 4 m. It is the second

exponent that contains the A-dependent term SCA] which is the

desired Euclidian effective action for BCx). Returning to the real

time we finally obtain the effective Lagrangian

•ef f
BCx3Jd#x'Kot(2npa/at3

l'a|x - x'[]B(x'3, (215

where K Cz) is the McDonald function and

aCTD = as + a*/a . C22)

The effective Lagrangian C21) which is the destination point

of this Section, governs the dynamics of the external magnetic field

BCx) in the anyon medium at finite temperature and density.

III. DIAMAGNETIC RESPONSE OF ANYON GAS

In this Section we employ Eq. C21) to get certain insight

into magnetic properties of anyon systems. Vfe show that the

effective Lagrangian (£1) coincides at T = 0 with that of Refs.10,13

and exhibits the Meissner effect. At finite temperatures we derive

the expression for magnetic permeability and apply the result to

explain available experimental data.

The anyon gas at filling v = n is known to be

superconductor at T = 0

Lagrangian (21) reduces to

In compliance with this, the effective

e p
= — - B(x)rdVln[x - x'|BCx') = -

2mca A2, (233

which is a pure manifestation of the Meissner effect: the uniform

field configuration has infinite energy. Since the situation is

proven to hold up to the temperature Te = ;':
ap'2mn*, the anyon

system is an ideal diamagnet Ci.e. the permeability y = 0) at

T < Tc. In the rest of this paper we consider the temperature

region Te< T < A (note that A/To= 4n >> ID
 U. Clearly, as T

exceeds A, the Landau levels are smeared while the permeability

reaches the trivial value ^ = 1.

Above TQ the uniform field configurations CB - const) are

permitted

:*. C24)

Magnetic permeability

standard relations

= 1 + Anx can be derived with the use of

C25)

and B = pH, where H and B are applied field strength and

magnetic induction, respectively. (At this point, we recall that the

real underlying system is three-dimensional and thus possesses

finite thickness d = V/S). After some algebra we arrive ai

C26)

with * = mc'd^e*, and a given by C22). Our system appears

to be diamagnetic Cp < 1); this is of no surprise because we

9
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consider spinless particles.

Estimates show that the dimensionless parameter x is a really

tremendous value * "• 10*-10 ; therefore unless a is exponent-

ially small Cin the vicinity of T c), Eq. (26} may be Taylor

expanded

Tc« T. (275

The detailed calculations are given in Appendix A ; the answer is

1 + /3n* + exponential corrections, (28)

where

XQ = - e*/24nmc
2d (29)

is the (diamagnetic) succeptibility of the two-dimensional gas. The

last term in (28) originates from anomalous statistics, and as n * 00

the fermionic permibility is recovered.

When T goes to zero, the behavior of p changes to

(30)Tc< T « A,

or

H % (2*A/Tn2) • exptZA/T), T * T , n >> 1. (31)

At intermediate temperatures a rather rapid increase of the

permeability is found (plotted in Fig. 1).

The permeability also exhibits a considerable fall-off with

the density increasing (depicted in Fig. 2). The latter dependence

can be easily traced by noticing that p and T enter the equation

only in the ratio p/T. The critical density pe= 2mnT/jrfi is found

from the equation p/pc = Te/T. At p t pa the system undergoes the

Kosterlitz-Thouless type transition to the superconductive phase

C/j - 0).

Thus far, we restricted ourselves to the linear response

approximation evaluating the chemical potential C from CUD at zero

10

external field. Our former results can be improved in a

self-consistent way by considering the total magnetic induction

B
tot

(325

Within the mean (statistical} field approach, the dynamics of an

anyon system in applied magnetic field at temperature above T can

be satisfactorily described with the following Hamiltonian

•% = (p - §JOa/am,

where

, 0), B4 ,
tot

- const

(33)

(341

The value of n may be found from (26) and (22) with A

replaced by

"L -"neBtot/mc = |))A + He/jH/mc |, (35")

TJ being the relative sign of <b> and H. The instructions and

the corresponding expressions are collected in Appendix B This

leads to a self-consistency equation for piip, T, H) which can be

solved by iterations in weak external fields.

The factor JJ in (355 deserves more comment. While the

choice of H direction is at our disposal, the one of <b> is

certainly not. At H = 0, the actual direction of <b> plays no

role: <b>S is merely the total fictitious flux ("recall that anyons

•:arry infinitely thin flux tubes to ensure fractional statistics).

If we change the <b> direction by reversing all the flux tubes at

once - nothing happens. This fact is known as the spontaneous parity

breakdown (magnetic fields are odd under parity transformations). As

<b> has nothing to do with the real electeromarjneUsmr hardly will

it be changed by appearing of a background field H. Rather, 77

serves as an additional quantum number in our model. Adopting

this point of view, we note that the actual value of TJ for every

11



given anyon system can be determined from experiments.

To conclude this Section, we emphasize that the derivation of

the effective Lagrangian (21) was based on the perturbation theory

in small fluctuations b << n<b> (this is precisely the estimate

which can be obtained by implying that the term quadratic in b be

much less then Qo at low temperatures]. Beyond the linear response

approximation this inequality should take the form b << nBt j- which

will be assumed to hold in the rest of this article.

IV. QUAHTUH OSCILLATIONS

The effective Hamiltonian (33) coincides with an ordinary one

for electrons with the effective mass m in the background field
Btot' in Part-iciJlar. the spectrum of particles is simply

E = Xtl + 1/23, 1 = 0,1,2,... (36)

We use this circumstance to re-examine quantum oscillations,

namely, the de Haas - van Alphen as well as the Shubnikov - de

Haas effects, in the case of anyon matter.

One might conjecture that, since an anyon spectrum is always

of the oscillator form due to existence of <b> * 0, the

oscillating effects take,piace even in absence of applied magnetic

field; however, this is'incorrect. At zero H, the density is fitted

to the "magnetic" field <b> so that exactly n Landau levels are

occupied and there is no way of changing this constraint. On the

other hand, the above-mentioned effects occur when the Landau

levels are free to move through the chemical potential level (and

this is forbidden in the case).

To allow for oscillations one should break the fit: <b>/«

particles on each occupied level (per unit area). This is easily

achieved by introducing an external field: there are rather B t o t/*

12

particles per level per unit area, so that (113 is modified to

*osV T j
(37)

Using the Poisson summation formula and solvi^q the resultant

equation by iterations ( see Appendix B) we find

X ? (-1)'
t[ = ni - - V ¥i(SnzsT/i)sin(2nsnA/to,

w s

(38)

where $/(z)=z/sinh(z). Note that at zero applied field A" = A t.»d the

oscillations vanish. The ( small quasi- ) periods in both applied

field strength and density:

6H % [c/2irhe(jCT)][2nV
/n «• T7e/j(T)H/c)£, (39)

6p % (p/H)(5H,

depend upon temperature and besides upon the factor JJ.

The fundamental (s = 1) harmonic contribution to the a

conductivity can be written as

(40)

oso o c41)

where txc= pe*T/m and T is the particles relaxation time (we

assume that T >> ft/A, A - i ). The quasiperiods of the Shubnikov-

de Haas oscillations in both p and H are given by (39), (40)

respectively.

Quantum oscillations also appear in magnetic permeability p.

The effect is obviously lost in the ju of Eqs. (28), (31) since we

calculated the function a(T) at zero H. Now, the profiles shown

in Figs. 1,2 reproduce only the leading order dependence

while the oscillating contribution appears to be too small in
magnitude to change the curves significantly (at least as long as

13
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1 << nA which is certainly the case for the realistic values of H).

In the low-temperature regime CT => Tft) the permeability

decreases exponentially so that X * A and the oscillations smooth

down whereas the chemical potential gets pinned to the upper

occupied Landau level: C * nA. On the other hand,at high

temperatures CT - A provided A - A"), the oscillations are suppressed

due to smearing of the Landau levels structure:

Hosc= 384n'n*^oCT&
a/lT)A + eH/m|*) expC-211*1/)T)A + eH/mp

x cosC2nnA/|7)A + eH/m|) . (42)

At intermediate temperatures a maximum in the magnitude of

oscillations is expected so that the function JJ CT) is

amplitude-modulated.

To summarize, novel effects Cas opposed to the de Haas-van

Alphen oscillations in normal metals) include:

(i) absence of exact periodicity in reciprocal field H;

Cii) exceptional sensitivity of the periods 6U, 6p to the

temperature and/or density change;

Ciii) spontaneous parity breakdown Can explicit dependence on TJ);

Civ) temperature modulation of the fjoac profile within the

domain Te < T < 2.

V. CYCLOTRON RESONANCE IN ANTON CONDUCTORS

The cyclotron resonance is another important area in solid

state physics which can offer a good self-consistency check for

anyonics. The form of the effective Hamiltonian (30) ensures that

there always exists a natural frequency

14

o = &Vft =eB. , /mec \o\ C43)

in the anyon matter. If we direct a monochromatic electromagnetic

wave Cwith the frequency u) at the system, the cyclotron resonance

will be observed. The resonance component of the high-frequency

conductance otu) for the charged gas in applied uniform magnetic

field has the form:

= cs Al - iCw - w )T] , (44)

if we assume that w -» w >> 1/T.
c

As an ultimate consequence, we find that the resonance

absorption can, in principle, occur even at zero external field

because the anyon system always has the fictitions "magnetic" field

<b> built in. This intrinsic resonance corresponds to the Frequency
a) = A/fl = 2nhp/mn (45)

and hence can be picked up by varying the surface density p. 1 6

The position of the cyclotron line at H = 0 does not depend upon

temperature and thus makes it possible to determine the value of

the anyon statistics parameter n, at given values of m and p.

The very existence of such a phenomena could serve as a crucial

check on the whole concept of anyon matter.

Apart from the intrinsic resonance, rich possibilities arise

from the study of the "conventional" cyclotron line position. The

resonance value of the applied field strength H r e s should be found

as the solution of the following equation:

o) = J2nhpj)/mn + pCp, T, H
r < t

5 e H
r e s

/ m c l ' C4G^

which is a corollary of C35) and (43) supplemented with the

resonance condition u = u .

Equation (46) apparently has to be solved numerically;

15



nevertheless the main conclusions can be drawn immediately: the

resonance line moves if either p or T is varied. Besides, as the

parameter n enters Eq. (46) one could get certain insight by

] eversing the H direction. All this sheds some light on the

puzzling T and p dependences of'the cyclotron mass reported in

Ref. 17 and 18, respectively (also see a review article * ) . In

addition, the permeability n(p,T,H) oscillates with p in a

certain temperature range, and hence so does the value of H r M . The

oscillating behavior of the resonance line is likely to agrie with

experimental observations ,

Beside the fundamental singularity C46) in coductivity C4-4)

additional extrema (satellite lines) might appear. The latter could

be found as the solution of the following equation

3(MCH)H]/3H = 0 . U 7 )

VI. CONCLUSIOKS
Investigations carried over the past decade showed that

particles with fractional statistics Canyons) play a crusial role in

two-dimensional solid-state physics, including the fractional

quantum Hall effect and the high-temperature superconductivity.

Although the theory of anyons is well elaborated theoretically, we

are not aware of any conclusive experimental evidence that anyons do

exist, so it seems instructive to expand the area of search.

In this paper, we applied anyonics to layer conductors in the

normal phase (i.e. at temperatures above To}. As the key feature of

an anyon system is the existence of a non-zero fictitious flux *, we

studied the diamgnetie response to external magnetic field H.

Magnetic induction is found to depend drastically on both

temperature T and density p. An unusual behavior of magnetic

permeability jXp,T,H) leads to numerous peculiarities in both the

16

quantum oscillation effects and the cyclotron resonance This allows

to fix the values of anyon parameters from experimental data.

As a series of experiments concerning the effective behavior of

the cyclotron mass is likely to support the concept or anyon

conductors, we nay step further and suggest a more direct test on

anyonics: to search for the spontaneous parity breakdown Cwhich

means <b> * 0).

The intrinsic resonance (see Eq. (45)5 can be, in principle,

located by varying the particle density. Another possibility is

siaply to reverse the applied field direction: a shift in the

resonance frequency signals for the parity violation, and so does

the change in periods of the quantum oscillations Csee (39), (40)).

Peculiarities also arise in galvanomagnetic phenomena due Lo the

existence of <b> * 0; this will be a subject of further

investigations.

Another branch of activities may be concerned with possible

improvement of our effective Lagrangian (21); in paiticular, Lhe

higher order terms may be taken into account. A more viphisticated

model may reveal preference of non-uniform magnetic field

configurations which may cause a number of additional effects.
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APPENDIX A
Tesjparatur* Dependence of Anyonic Polarization Tensot.

Evaluating both low- and high-temperature asymptotic

dependences of the functions a j = 1 ,4 which form the

anionic polarization tensor Cviz. Eq. 10)) is a matter of particular

interest Csee, e.g. Ref. 30) but here it is used mainly for

obtaining the corresponding contributions to the magnetic

permeability (22) within linear response.

T T



The f i rs t step is to employ the Poisson resummation formula in

Eqs. C1D - (15) and to omit the OCexpC-C/D) contibutions. The

latter can be justified by inverting Eq.(ll):

C = ni + 0Cexp-(/n). CA1)

With the use of CAD one ge t s

ao

n2a = 1/12 (-13s

s=l

s=i

CO

a =
2

= n a a .

CA2)

CA33

(A4)

(A5)

where z - 2TT*T/A. In the course of evaluating Eqs. (A4), and (A5)

the cons t r a in t (11) was used.

At high temperatures CT - A, z >> ID, the s = 1 contribution

should be retained

a * 12 + n-s-C8naT/Al[lUCnz - **T*/Aa) + E4 + n-2]exp(-£n*T/£) ,CA6)

which leads to (28).

Derivation of low-temperatute asyraptotics from Eqs. (A2), CA3)

is a little tricky. (Why don't we start from (125, C143? The answer

can be found in Appendix B where we go beyond the linear response. 3

Let us represent the function yK.z) as

= (JI/22) 1 cosCst) tcoshCnt/2z)]-2 dt,
0

18

CA7D

then (A3) can be rewritten in the form

naa = 1 + 2a S cosh-*CaU V (-lD*cosCst) dt

+ 2a Z C-15*? cosh"2Cat) cosCst) dt
s=l JI

CA8)

Here a = L/KnT >> 1, and further calculations are straightforward,

with the use of the identity:

(X)

I Cc-n
s s"

CA9)

Bn(x) being the Bernoulli polynomials: Bo(x) = 1, B (x) - x
s x +l/fi

and so on. Finally, we have

n2as * (A/D exp(-A/2T), T « A. (A10)

Equation (A2) can be done in a similar manner (although the

calculations are somewhat lengthy):

n*a % na - [ACn2 +11)/T - 43 expC-A/2T), T << A (All)

APPENDIX B

Transcending the Linear Response Approximation

In this Appendix,we show how to obtain exact dependences on

the external field H. One may suggest that making the shift

<b> => B t o t, or A * Z, in formulae of Section III accomplishes the

discussion; however, several subtle points are involed here.

Firstly, there is no use in such a shift in Eq.(21) because

this does not lead to the exact effective Lagrangian: the exact

equations of motion cannot be derived in such a way. As the

background field method tells us, it is the magnetic succeptibility
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that can be found as an exact function of H (and so are the other

components of the polari2ation tensor. D

Secondly .making the above-mentioned shift in (13), CIS) leads

to a mistake: the reason is that the consraint (11) implicitly used

in evaluation of these equations, is no longer respected. The cure

can be found in the Poisson resummation formula: recall that we need

the same constraint to pass from (13), (15) to (A4), (A5). Extra

contributions are checked to cancel out, so one should substitute A"

for A after performing the resummation procedure as if H = 0.

Clearly, the expression CAD should not be invoiced. Instead, we have

X
- nA - -

y(2ji2sT/X)sin(2ns!;/X). (Bl)

Iterating this equation gives (383 which is the basic formula of

Section III.

And finally, one should take care that the O(exp(-£/D)

contributions may still be neglected. This is guaranteed if nA >> X

(Note that the same requirement should be imposed for the

oscillations in (38) to exist.) Throughout in the article we assume

that X - A and hence C >"> X; owing to the huge value of <b>

(estimated as 10s - 107 G) this assumption seems reasonable.

Taking all this into account, we find

00

s=l
CO

CD

5=1

(-1)*

V<sz)coth(sz)sin(2ns(/AT

tsinh(sz)]-*

2 J C-D*
s=l

CB3)

- n

C-1} S

s-1

- na4

(B4)

CB53

where z = 2n*T/X.

Again, at low temperature one can follow the instructions of

Appendix A whereas for T -* A ~ X the main contribution is given by

the fundamental (s = 1) harmonic:

a == 12 + n~z- HS2n2jr2TA2/X' (B61

Combining (B6) with C27) leads to Eq. (42). Nole also Lhat we

have set n = 1 in the right-hand side of C42D owing to the

saturation of the smooth part of the permeability in the

corresponding temperature range (see Fig. 1).

(B2)
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Figure captions

Fig. 1. Magnetic permeability within the linear response as the

function of temperature tin units of T ). At temperatures

below TQ the Meissner effect implies (j = 0. A typical

width of the growth region is of the order A/In*.

Fig. 2. Magnetic permeability vs surface density in the linear

response approximation. The critical density p = ZmT/nh

is found from the equation p/pc = T /T. At p Z p the

system undergoes the Kosterlitz-Thouless type transition to

the superconductive phase Cp = 0).
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